Dear Parents and Caregivers,
East Guernsey wants to support you and your student
during our required time off. We encourage you to choose
an activity each day to do with your students from the
grid below. The district invites you to share your activities
with our school community by taking pictures and tagging
East Guernsey Local School District on Facebook, Twitter,
or Instagram. Thank you and Go Warriors!
Reading
Finish the 3rd Nine
Weeks Reading Log
then you can begin
working on the Reading
Logfor the 4th Nine
Weeks - Same level as
3rd Nine Weeks.
FCH -1 NFCH-1
Picture (FIC)-2
BIO -1 RF - 1
NF - 4
I will also post the
new reading log to
Google Classroom.
Math
Freckle: Do adaptive
practice in Fractions
or Geometry.
IXL Math
5th grade M1, M2, M3,
M4, M5, M6, Z6, Z11, Z12,
DD1, DD2, EE3, EE5, EE6,
EE7, EE8. EE9, EE10, EE11,
EE12, EE14, EE15, EE16
-Try to complete
2 a day to your
goal % from
math.

Reading
Read an article, of
your choice, on
Newsela & take a quiz
Try to do this twice a
week.

Math
Cook a recipe with an
adult
Talk about equivalent
fractions.
Ask you child questions
like “How many ¼ cups
would equal ½?”
Also incorporate
adding and
subtracting. ex.” How
much more flour are
we using than sugar?”
“What is the total
measurement of dry
ingredients?” etc.

Reading
Complete your Google
Slide Show on one of
the animals that we
saw at the Zoo to Us
presentation. You
should have 20 facts
and pictures of the
animal you choose.
Blue-tongue Skink
American Alligator
Opossum
Box Turtle
Share it with me when
you finish.

Reading
IXL Reading
5th grade K.1, K.2, O.4,
O.5, O.6, V.1, V.2,, V.6,
V.7, W.3, W.6, W.7, AA.1,
AA.2, BB.1, DD.1, DD.2,
FF.3, FF.4, FF.5, FF.6
-Try to complete 2 a
day to your goal %
(same as math)

Reading
Choose one of the
following topics and
write an essay:
Who’s the funniest
person you know and
why? Or If you could
change one meal in the
cafeteria what would
it be?

Math
Wastebasket
Basketball
Take turns shooting a
crumpled paper ball
into a wastebasket.
Record how many you
make out of 10. Ex. if
you shoot 4 out of 10,
express as a fraction
(4/10) then as a
decimal.( 0.4 )What
percent would it be?
Do the same with the
number of shots
missed. Record the
data for each player.

Math
How many different
equations can you
write that equal 10?
Example: 9.4 + 0.6=10
Try to write equations
with whole numbers,
decimals,and
fractions. Use
addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and/or
division. Challenge
yourself to write 10
different equations
that equal 10.

Math
Go to these links and
choose 5th grade math
games
https://www.mathgam
es.com/

You can extend this

https://www.prodigyga
me.com/
OR
STudents can create
their own board game.
Playing cards, and dice
are great math tools.
Create a game that
involves adding and

activity to create 10
equations that equal
other numbers as well!

subtracting fractions,
decimal operations, or
any other math skill
we have covered. Be
sure to post pictures
of you playing your
games!

Science
Watch Bill Nye YouTube
videos. Electricity,
force/motion,
light/sound

Science
Take a walk and see if
you can find at least
three levels of a food
chain. Can you make it
a food web?

Science
There are wonderful
Newselas on science
topics. We read a few
on roller coasters. see
what else interests
you.

Social Studies
We will be studying
World War II and other
wars. See if you can
find information on a
family member who
served in one.

Social Studies
On the website
TeacherVision there
are lots of election
year activities and
free printables. We
also will be studying
the branches of the
government and their
duties.

Extra

Extra

Computers

Extra

Read to a sibling or
parent.

Send one of your
teachers an email
telling us what you
have worked on today.

Music
Complete the
composer question
headings from your
email from Mrs.
Fannin, based on your
composer. You may
have to research more
if you don’t have your
notes with you.

btwarriors.typingclub.com

first.last

lunch number

Type 20 minutes in
TYPING JUNGLE. Focus
on hand placement!

Use the FlipGrid link in
Google Classroom to
keep in contact with
Mrs. McComb. You can
create a FlipGrid and
let me know what you
are doing on our time
off. Be CREATIVE!
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